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JPG, .GIF, .WMF, .PNG, .BMP and .TIF images to any document, e-mail message or website. You can also take snapshots of websites, web pages, windows, apps, and even a phone, camera or webcam. With SnagIt, you can create video screencasts and have them saved and published as video files. SnagIt has many innovative features that will make you a more productive screen-capture user. These features include a built-in window guide, add-ins, a menu for
placing your text boxes anywhere on your screen, a customizable user interface, templates and more. Bing Microsoft's digital search engine, launched in 2009, is the most widely used search engine in the world, surpassing Google in all markets it competes in. Microsoft is the only company that has more than one web search engine that is widely used, namely the Bing search engine and the MSN Search Engine, both of which are fully powered by Microsoft and share
search features and query suggestions but have a unique look and feel. Bing now offers new features and a new interface design. Microsoft provides Bing to Windows Phone users through Windows Phone's Live Search feature, while other search engines such as Google, Yahoo! and DuckDuckGo are not available. The Bing Maps product is also available on other operating systems and mobile devices. It is integrated with Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 and Office

365, and can be accessed with a web browser using the Bing Maps interface. Microsoft's Kinect for Xbox 360 lets users search the Internet, access social networks, and play games by speaking into the console. Microsoft Digital Life Microsoft Digital Life is the brand name for various products and services that are part of Microsoft's Digital Life initiative. Its main announcement on December 11, 2009 was an invitation-only conference at Microsoft's Redmond
campus, which was announced in August 2009. Digital Life includes seven distinct consumer areas: Movie & TV, Music, Sports, News, Lifestyle, Children and Education. The programs launch in two phases: The initial launch includes the Movie and TV programs, which are expected to be available in spring 2010. In 2012, the other five programs, including Music, Sports, News, Lifestyle and Children will be added. The programs are designed to provide the

"world's best online experience" and are designed for consumers to access from their homes, as well as
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